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9/27/2019 

SUMMARY 

This report was prepared by the Milton Chamber of Commerce Parking Enforcement 

Committee, comprised of Meryl Mannin, Paul Maduri, and Vance Welch.  The report outlines 

problems concerning the current parking situation in the three business districts within the 

town of Milton, potential solutions, and the Committee’s proposed recommendations.  This 

report will focus primarily on East Milton Square, which is the largest business district.  

In the report that follows, the Committee thoroughly examines the options available to the 

town of Milton for addressing the overtime parking issue, which include: 

1. Hand Chalk Tires: Police and/or Parking Enforcement Officers (PEOs) often mark tires 

with chalk to determine if vehicles have been parked for more than the allotted amount 

of time (e.g., in a 30 minute parking zone).  They come by and mark all the tires in the 

zone, then return when the time is expired.  If any marked vehicles are still there, the 

offenders are ticketed.   

2. Electric Chalk Electronic Handheld Scanners:  With this method of enforcement, parking 

officers scan the vehicle’s inspection sticker bar code and record the current date and 

time.  On a second sweep, the scanner indicates whether the vehicle has exceeded its 

time limit.  If so, the scanner can then print a ticket right on the spot.  

3. Smart Meter Pay Stations: This method of enforcement requires the driver to pay at a 

pay station. Pay stations accept coins and credit/debit cards as payment. Tickets are 

issued if the driver exceeds the allotted amount of parking time.  

 

At one time, it was proposed by the Traffic Committee, to possibly install pay stations in 

commercial districts to more strictly enforce parking limits in high traffic zones.  The Milton 

Chamber of Commerce Parking Enforcement Committee, however, disagrees with this 

proposal. Specifically, it is the Committee’s contention that the town should focus its 

enforcement efforts on individuals who violate parking time limits, rather than transitioning 

to a paid parking system which would impose the cost and burden of pay stations onto all 

citizens and visitors. 

The Committee recommends Option 2 (Electronic Handheld Scanners) as the best alternative 

for parking enforcement because it would have the least impact on citizens, visitors, and 

merchants.   
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PROBLEM 

Available parking in Milton’s business districts (i.e., East Milton Square, The Milton Village, and 

Central Avenue) is inadequate to meet the demands of customers in these areas during 

business hours. Although most patrons do not exceed parking time limits, there is some abuse 

of the existing free, no-hassle-parking situation.  While maintaining free parking is a priority for 

the Committee, it has become evident that parking enforcement measures must be increased.  

EAST MILTON SQUARE 

One problem that needs to be addressed immediately is that some employees choose to park 

in prime time spots in the high traffic areas, rather than paying $25 annually for an employee 

permit that would authorize them to park in service zones.  When an employee occupies a spot 

in a designated one hour parking area for an eight hour shift, he/she is in effect taking eight 

spots away from paying customers.  Insisting that employees purchase the permit and park in 

permit designated areas is critical to addressing the parking issue in the Milton business 

districts. Some merchants are reimbursing their employees who purchase parking tickets and 

the Committee believes that this is a very good practice.   

The Committee has outlined the current parking situation below. Please refer to the map on 

the following page. 

East Milton Parking is divided into three areas:  

• Area A (blue) is long, narrow and situated adjacent to the Southeast Expressway (Route 

93).  This area is subject to heavy traffic, noise, and wind, making it a very unsafe place to 

use a pay station.    

• Area B (red) abuts the Milton Marketplace, which offers free parking in its lot.  Area B is 

privately owned by the Greenspan Trust and is maintained by the town under the 

longstanding agreement to provide municipal parking for all.  

• Area C (yellow) is divided, with one side providing municipal parking and the other side 

providing service-area-employee parking. 

While stricter enforcement of parking limits would be beneficial in these areas, the Committee 

believes that converting from free parking to paid parking could potentially cause undue 

confusion, hassle, and conflict.  The Committee believes that if patrons are forced to pay for 

parking, they will seek out spots in the abutting residential areas, including Franklin Street, 

Church Street, Antwerp Street, and Bassett Street, as well as park in private lots such as the 

Milton Marketplace.   
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Map of East Milton Square 
 

 

(Source: Google MyMaps) 

It is also important to note that the reconfiguration of the M. Joseph Manning Park/Parking Lot 

is far into the planning stage and finishing this project should increase the available parking in 

the area.   The town may want to reevaluate the situation after observing the impact of the 

additional parking. 

THE MILTON VILLAGE  

The Milton Village business district abuts the Dorchester Lower Mills business district, which 

offers its patrons free street parking.  Therefore, merchants in this district believe that the 

continuance of free parking is crucial to keeping an edge over competing Dorchester 

businesses.  

A 

C 

B 
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CENTRAL AVENUE  

The smallest of the three business districts was not studied for this report.  

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS   
 

It is evident that an improved and more efficient method must be developed to enforce parking 

regulations throughout the business districts.  The Committee has identified and evaluated 

three potential solutions, which were addressed in the Executive Summary. 

 

1. Hand Chalk Tires: The first possible solution would be to hand-chalk tires one or two 

days per week.  This practice is currently employed in the towns of Hingham and 

Andover.  Instituting this policy would penalize only the overtime parkers and retain 

free, no-hassle parking.    

2. Electric Chalk Electronic Handheld Scanners: The second solution enables law 

enforcement officials to enforce parking regulations by utilizing a handheld 

scanner/ticketing machine.  This system is currently used in many surrounding towns, 

including Quincy and Wellesley.  This option would penalize overtime parkers and retain 

free parking.    

3. Smart Meter Pay Stations:  The third possible solution is to purchase and install new 

pay stations, there by requiring all patrons in the business districts to pay for parking.               

The Committee believes that the last thing our residents need is a new user fee/tax. 
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EVALUATION OF SOLUTIONS 
 

OPTIONS 1 & 2 

COST IMPACT 

Regarding options 1 and 2, a part-time Parking Enforcement Officer (PEO) or police officer 

would “float” among the three business districts (i.e., East Milton, The Milton Village, and 

Central Avenue).  The officer would monitor the parking situation and penalize patrons who 

exceed the parking time limit.  The projected cost for Option 1 would include labor only.  The 

projected cost for Option 2 depends on the chosen vendor ($2,000 per scanner or no upfront 

cost) and a $3 per ticket fee.  In either case, the Committee believes these options would be 

revenue positive either day one or within a very short period.   

OPTION 3 

COST IMPACT OF SMART METERS 

Installing pay stations in these business districts would require that all patrons pay to park 

either by having to display their receipt in the window of their vehicle or by taking note of the 

number assigned to their parking space to enter into the pay station.  The cost for Option 3 is 

$11,000–$15,000 per machine, with additional weekly/monthly maintenance costs, and a 

commission due to the company for each ticket issued. A PEO or police officer must also still 

attend to parking enforcement and issuing tickets.  With this option, it could take years, if ever, 

to become revenue positive.  

TWENTY PERCENT REDUCTION IN PATRONAGE 

The Committee believes Option 3 would create a pressured environment in the business 

districts. Pay stations would likely drive customers away from Milton and cause them bring 

their business to competing establishments that provide free parking in neighboring towns.  

One of the largest and most extensive parking studies, the Central Eastside Parking 

Management Plan completed in 2012 for the city of Portland Bureau of Transportation in 

Portland, Oregon, referenced Brian Hines’ article “Why parking meters in downtown Salem will 

hurt business,” from his blog HinesSight (see Page 11). Hines concluded that “the net effect of 

this inconvenience would likely result in a 20 % reduction of patronage”.  Note that this 

system is currently in place in Dedham and has caused many issues.  Pay stations have been 

discontinued in the town’s large municipal lot due to multiple complaints from merchants and 

patrons.  The lot has since reverted to free parking.  Wellesley, which employs a combination of 
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Option 2 and Option 3 in different areas of its downtown, has found electric chalk to be a very 

effective choice.  

BURDEN OF PAY STATIONS TO SHOPPER 

In addition, pay stations are inconvenient in inclement weather due to the hassle of walking 

from the vehicle to the pay station and back, or potentially having to clear away snow or stand 

in the rain to find the numbered spot.  Comparatively, this is the equivalent of operating an 

ATM machine outdoors with no cover from the rain, snow, ice and wind!  

Additionally, a potential safety factor would be attempting to maneuver the pay stations 

while trying to keep an eye on little children in a very busy traffic area. 

AESTHETICS  

The Committee feels strongly that pay stations and their large signs stating “Pay Here” elicit an 

unwanted “city” feel, adding clutter and disrupting the visual aesthetics of Milton’s commercial 

districts.  Over the past few years, Milton has spent money and time upgrading the buildings 

and facades, as well as enhancing the surrounding landscape.  Pay stations would be an eyesore 

and detract from previous efforts to beautify the districts.   

COMMERCIAL TAX RATE 

Finally, the town of Milton charges a 62% higher commercial property tax rate than the 

residential tax rate, while many surrounding towns charge the same rates for both.  Though it is 

necessary to penalize overtime parkers to address the inadequate parking, the Committee 

believes that free parking for customers should be considered a service amenity granted under 

the higher tax rate and therefore should continue.  As evident from the discussion above, both 

Options 1 and 2 succeed in penalizing only the overtime parkers, while maintaining the 

longstanding policy of making free, no-hassle parking available in the business districts.  With 

the higher commercial property tax rate, free parking must be maintained if Milton wishes to 

remain a desirable and competitive location for business owners to operate.   
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FINAL RECOMMENDATION  

The Committee favors the Electric Chalk Electronic Handheld Scanners solution for the town’s 

parking dilemma.  This option is the enforcement measure used in many surrounding towns, 

maintains free parking, and effectively penalizes those who park overtime.  The lightweight 

handheld scanners can easily read the barcodes included on every inspection sticker by the 

Registry of Motor Vehicles and enable Parking Enforcement Officials to issue and print tickets at 

the scene using the device.  Per the Committee’s recommendation, the device would be 

operated by either a part-time Parking Enforcement Officer or an on-duty police officer who 

could show up intermittently and travel throughout the Milton business districts within the 

hours of enforcement.   

 

The Committee does not favor any type of paid parking, and strongly recommends eliminating 

pay stations from consideration.  Adding pay stations would be unsuitable in several of the 

available parking areas  (such as Area A) and could potentially drive customers to seek parking 

in residential areas or in lots that currently provide free parking, including the Milton 

Marketplace lot (which is particularly a concern for Area B). The Committee believes the 

Greenspan Trust, which currently owns Area B, would not look favorably upon converting to 

paid parking.  Area C is divided into two sections: service zone parking and municipal parking.  

Adding pay stations to the area’s municipal parking section would create unnecessary 

confusion.  

The Committee would also like to note that on at least three previous occasions, the Chamber 

voted unanimously against any type of pay stations or parking meters. 

 

MAINTAINING FREE PARKING IS PARAMOUNT TO THE MERCHANTS AND THEIR PATRONS. 

 

The Milton Chamber of Commerce has voted unanimously to accept this report 

and all recommendations. 
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Other thoughts and recommendations 

In today’s digital age, it seems that processes everywhere are turning automated and that 

computers/smart phones are beginning to dominate every aspect of our lives. Although many 

of these technological advancements bring new conveniences, sometimes they do more harm 

than good. It is important that we occasionally ask ourselves, are we becoming slaves to these 

machines?  Do we want to teach our children to accept them into our lives without question? 

Are machines being misappropriated for uses beyond their intended purpose, and at what cost 

to the quality of life?  

Adjust time limits (option 4) 

 Preserve the existing 2 hour time limit for all three municipal parking lots.   

 Preserve the existing 2 hour time limit for all side and back streets (Basset, Franklin & 

Church). This includes the spaces approaching Adams Street from the east, before the 

main storefront area.  Also included are the areas from 500 Granite Ave. to the Fire 

Station at the intersection, and from Milton Fuel down to Alfred. D. Thomas Funeral 

Home. 

 Change all storefront spaces on Granite Avenue and Adams Street from its current 30 

minute limit to 1 hour parking.  Note: It is important to remember that just because a 

one hour time limit is posted, many patrons may spend far less time. 

 This solution simplifies the existing three-time-limit system with a two-time-limit 

system.   

 Change the 15-minute storefront parking on Adams Street to 1 hour. 

PREFERRED SOLUTION: Single time limit (option 5) 

Having four different time limits (2 hour, 1 hour and 30 or 15 minutes) in one square is very 

confusing to all patrons. The Committee recommends a 2-hour parking limit for all space’s 

town wide. An all-encompassing single time limit will end confusion and allow all shoppers 

the opportunity to multi-task with an adequate 2-hour time limit.  

The Committee believes that option 5 is by far the best option. This solution results in 

requiring substantially fewer parking signs. 
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A word about forced turnover 

It is important to note that efforts to “force turnover” can have a negative effect by:  

 Creating a “pressure-cooked” atmosphere in which shoppers are not relaxed and always 

looking at their watches for fear of being ticketed, motivating shoppers to look for 

alternative shopping areas with free parking. 

 Discouraging shoppers from visiting multiple merchants due to concerns about ticketing. 

Hours of enforcement 

 8:00am to 6:00pm, Monday –Saturday 

Service Zone label 

There is much confusion about the label of the Service Zone, as many people believe it is 

referring to trucks and service vehicles only.  We suggest changing the name of the Service 

Zone parking to Employee/Service Zone parking, or simply call it Employee Parking.   

Grace period  

Consider having an unadvertised, unofficial “15-30-minute grace period” before issuing tickets. 

 Two day enforcement periods could be randomly chosen each week.  

 Ticketing should be steady, light, and “forgiving.” 

 The worst kind of enforcement method involves reactive ticketing, where little or action 

has been taken for weeks or months and then upon receiving a complaint, mass 

ticketing occurs.  
 

Hire a PEO 

The Committee strongly requests that a Parking Enforcement Officer (PEO) be hired part or full-

time. One PEO could float between the 3 business districts. The Committee also believes that a 

PEO will be revenue neutral or positive, within the first month of operation.   
 

Repair or replace missing, faded and broken signs 

Throughout East Milton Square there are an estimated 12-15 signs that are missing, broken or 

faded, to the point that they are no longer even legible!  New signs should replace the 

inadequate ones and some areas need additional signs.  
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Loading Zone  

Along with the permitting of Novara restaurant, a condition of having a truck loading zone was 

required. At that time, the loading zone was placed in front of Novara extending down to the 

front of Starbucks. That loading zone was never properly marked. In most towns, loading zones 

include signs, a painted yellow curb, and additional yellow street striping to obviously mark the 

zone area like in photo 1 and 2 below.  Unfortunately, due to the poor planning and execution 

of the loading zone, it failed. The loading zone was then moved to Granite Ave starting at the 

corner starting of Adams St.  That has hurt all the merchants on Granite Ave who have no 

relation to Novara’s required loading zone.  Again, because it is not properly marked, it has 

failed miserably and is rarely used by any trucks including Novara’s delivery trucks.  The 

Committee suggests moving it to Franklin Street up against the side of Abby Park. That is where 

most trucks are currently parking to make deliveries to both restaurants, in addition to Mr. 

Chan’s and others. Alternatively, move it back to back to its original position on Adams St.  

 

 

                                            Photo 1  

 

 

                          Photo 2  
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Note: Large truck on Franklin St. parked 20+ feet away from fire hydrant. 

 

Note: Even the largest of trucks leaves more than adequate distance from driveway. 
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Cost impact for shoppers using Pay Stations 

Cost to patrons per month based on $1.00 per hour. 

• Light user (two days per month, two hours per visit): $4.00. 

• Intermediate user (four days per month, two hours per visit): $8.00 

• Heavy user (13 days per month, two hours per visit): $26.00 or more! 

And don’t forget about the burden of using the machines in all kinds of New England weather! 

 

A word about the Braintree, MA municipal parking lot 

South Braintree Square has a very large municipal parking lot.  The town’s selectmen proposed 

that the existing four hour limit change to two hours in an effort to “force turnover.” However, 

the merchants voiced concerns that this period was too short and would therefore hurt 

business. In the end, all parties settled on a three-hour parking limit which works well, 

according to Bruce Fisher, a merchant in the square, owner of The Fisher Experience at 924 

Washington St. (781) 849-1770. 

This report in available online at   Parking Enforcement Report 

https://www.miltonchamberofcommerce.com/ 

 

Note: Many towns are opting in for 3-hour parking seen below. 

file://///server2/data/PaulDocs/D/data/Paul%20docs%20Drive%20S/Parking%20and%20traffic%20Info/Parking%20Enforcement%20Final/Parking%20Enforcement%20Report
https://www.miltonchamberofcommerce.com/
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Appendix A: Blog 

This section includes an article about parking meters in Salem, Oregon, which references a 2012 parking 

study conducted in Portland, Oregon, accessible at: 

http://www.portlandoregon.gov/transportation/article/401284.  

 

July 31, 2013 

 

Why parking meters in downtown Salem will hurt businesses 

 

by Brian Hines 

Imagine what would happen if City of Salem (Oregon) officials told downtown small businesses, 

"We're going to put a 20% tax on your gross revenues. From now on you're only going to be getting 

80% of the money that you've been taking in before. Deal with it."  

There would be outrage. A massive outcry. Businesses would do everything they could to stop the 

20% tax from going into effect. 

Which is exactly what is happening.  

The City of Salem admits that putting parking meters in downtown Salem would result in a "20% 

leakage" of visitors now using the free two-hour limit parking spaces. Leakage is a euphemism for 

those people will go elsewhere. 

Here's how a 2012 Portland parking study   discussed the standard practice of assuming a 20% 

bye-bye effect after parking meters are installed in a previously free-parking area. 

http://www.portlandoregon.gov/transportation/article/401284 

Table 4 summarizes assumed revenue potential in the new metered parking area. Arriving at a 

conservative, yet accurate estimate for potential revenue generation includes several factors; one 

of the most important is “leakage.”  

Leakage occurs after noteworthy changes are made within a parking system (e.g., moving from a 

free to paid parking environment) which alters habitual parking behavior. This does not mean 

http://www.portlandoregon.gov/transportation/article/401284
http://www.portlandoregon.gov/transportation/article/401284
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these trips no longer occur, but rather occur in a different fashion, such as changing 

transportation modes or seeking out parking in an adjacent area, where parking is free.  

Also, the implementation of paid parking can result in a reduction in average time stays as pay 

stations are more efficient and enforcement is improved. A common factor used to account for 

leakage in a revenue model is 20 percent, which further reduces net vehicle revenue hours from 

1,624 to 1,299 “effective vehicle revenue hours.”  

So what this means is that however many hours people are parking now in downtown Salem, if 

meters were installed, those hours would drop 20%. Many fewer people would be spending much 

less time in downtown.  

Really bad for businesses. 

Salem doesn't have the variety of "transportation modes" that Portland has. Believe me, to avoid 

parking meters loads of people aren't going to jump on a bike, bus, streetcar, or Max line to get to 

downtown (especially since Salem doesn't have the last two, and barely has a functional bus 

system). 

But seeking out parking in another area where parking is free... yeah, that will happen. And that 

place won't be the downtown parking garages. 

After two-hour limits were placed on downtown parking spaces, use of the garages went down, 

not up. The garages aren't conveniently located for most downtown visitors, so likely the majority 

of the 20% leakage folks will head to Keizer, south Commercial, or elsewhere rather than stay in 

downtown. 

I'm told that City Manager Linda Norris acknowledged this "20% leakage" at a City Council work 

session on downtown parking, probably on April 29.  

It's no wonder that fifty-five small businesses in downtown Salem supported the Stop Parking 

Meters Downtown campaign. They collected 40% of the 8,000 signatures that the campaign has 

gotten so far. Meanwhile, virtually no one is supporting the City's ill-considered proposal to install 

parking meters. 

So complains Councilor Chuck Bennett, who represents the downtown area. Here's what he had to 

say in a recent Salem Weekly story: 

He’s disappointed that the public and businesses haven’t paid more attention to the work of a 

Parking Task Force that he and Mayor Anna Peterson have led jointly since last September.   He 

says responses to the months of study the Task Force has conducted has been “few and far 

between.” 

...Bennett is not sure why the community has not shown more interest in the Task Force or its 

recommendations.  He says he’s received “almost no comments.  I’ve probably got 5 or 6 emails 

on the matter from businesses.”  The city has additionally funded several outreach Open Houses, 

in the conference center and in a downtown storefront, that were sparsely attended. 

http://hinessight.blogs.com/hinessight/2013/07/looks-like-downtown-parking-meters-are-a-no-go-in-salem.html
http://hinessight.blogs.com/hinessight/2013/07/looks-like-downtown-parking-meters-are-a-no-go-in-salem.html
http://www.willamettelive.com/2013/news/parking-face-off-approaches/
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Well, eight thousand people have spoken out about NOT putting parking meters in downtown 

Salem. As Stephen Colbert is fond of saying, "the market has spoken."  

Salem's citizens know a bad idea when they see one.  

Making downtown visitors pay to park in order to fill a supposed hole in the City's poorly managed 

parking structure budget is a bad idea. Placing what amounts to a 20% tax on already struggling 

small downtown businesses is another really bad idea. 

If an area is overly busy, way too many people jostling for too few parking spaces, then parking 

meters can be a parking management tool -- "rationing" spaces on the ability to pay. 

But since downtown Salem already lacks enough visitors to keep businesses thriving, then reducing 

that number by 20% would be horrible. Even if it was less, 10-15%, that'd be bad. 

I've never heard any small business owner in downtown Salem complain that too many people are 

clogging downtown streets and sidewalks. I guess this is why the City's Parking Task Force never 

asked small businesses what they thought about parking meters. 

The truth would have interfered with the City's lust for more revenues, even if collecting that 

money hurts the viability of downtown.  

Lastly, here's something interesting. Installation of parking meters in British Columbia provincial 

parks caused the number of visitors to decline by... (take a guess). 

Twenty percent.  

According to documents obtained by the Western Canada Wilderness Committee and Canadian 

Parks and Wilderness Society under the Freedom of Information Act, visits to 14 parks in 

southwestern British Columbia declined by 20 percent in 2003, when the meters were installed. 

“The decision to put parking meters into parks was poorly thought out, poorly planned and poorly 

implemented,” Eva Riccius, a wilderness society ecosystem specialist, said Wednesday. “British 

Columbians should not have to pay to go for a walk in the park.”  Nor for a walk in downtown 

Salem.     http://hinessight.blogs.com/hinessight/2013/07/why-parking-meters-in-downtown-salem-

will-hurt-businesses.html  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://m.spokesman.com/stories/2005/may/14/meters-cause-drop-in-park-visits-canadian-groups/
http://hinessight.blogs.com/hinessight/2013/07/why-parking-meters-in-downtown-salem-will-hurt-businesses.html
http://hinessight.blogs.com/hinessight/2013/07/why-parking-meters-in-downtown-salem-will-hurt-businesses.html
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Table 1. Study of Surrounding Towns’ Municipal Parking Policies 
 

Town   Free parking Comments 

Milton   Yes  

Quincy               Yes 

Dorchester  Yes  

Randolph  Yes  

Braintree   Yes     

Weymouth   Yes     

Rockland  Yes      

Hanover  Yes      

Hingham  Yes      

Norwell  Yes      

Scituate  Yes      

Canton   Yes      

Westwood  Yes      

Dedham  Yes/No   See Note #1 

Wellesley  No   See Note #2 

Lexington  No   Services, large number of tourists  

Concord  No   Services, large number of tourists  

Notes:  

1. Dedham is a unique situation with two courthouses abutting the square. Dedham 

discontinued pay stations in its municipal lot due to problems and complaints. Current 

street-front pay stations have caused consumer usage problems, and many complaints 

have been directed to the selectmen’s office.   

2. Wellesley is a unique situation with two large commuter rail stations abutting business 

areas. 
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Table 2: Contacts and Research   
 
Town of Milton 

Currently free parking 

Residential: $13.50; Commercial: $21.70   (Tax rate is 62% higher for commercial properties) 

Citation:  http://www.townofmilton.org/Public_Documents/MiltonMA_Assessors/assessors 

  

City of Dorchester 

No parking meters (free parking) 

Police Department Officer Dan Mastorilli  617-635-2062 

 

Town of Braintree 

No parking meters (free parking) 

Citation: http://www.braintreema.gov/assessors/index.html 

Burse Fisher owner of The Fisher Experience 924 Washington St, Braintree, MA 02184 · (781) 849-1770 

Note; remarked about the change from, four hour municipal parking to 3 hour parking in South Braintree 

Square. 

 

City of Quincy 

No parking meters (free parking)  

Phone Verification: Jackie Reid (Quincy Assessors Office) 617-376-1170 

Dean Rizzo, Quincy Chamber of Commerce (617) 471-1700 drizzo@thequincychamber.com 

Joe Sussa, 617-376-1407, city of Quincy  

 

Town of Weymouth 

No parking meters (free parking) 

Phone Verification:  Sue Les Carbeau  (Weymouth Assessors Office) 781-682-3852 

 

Town of Rockland 

No parking meters (free parking)  

Town Hall 781-871-1874 

Police Department 781-871-3890  

(Note; same tax rate for both commercial and residential properties) 
 

Town of Hanover 

No parking meters (free parking) 

Town Hall 781-826-5000 \ 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.townofmilton.org/Public_Documents/MiltonMA_Assessors/assessors
http://www.braintreema.gov/assessors/index.html
mailto:drizzo@thequincychamber.com
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Town of Hingham 

No parking meters (free parking) 

Citation: http://www.hingham-ma.gov/181/Assessment-Data 

Lieutenant Taylor feels parking meters would drive patrons away from the square. Hand chalks tires. 

Police Department:  781-749-1212. Contact Lieutenant Taylor  

Has a liaison sergeant with the business association to handle parking issues. 

Has no designated employee parking; however, has a non-prime lot suggested for employees. 

Town Hall Selectmen’s Office 781-741-1411 
 

Town of Norwell 

No parking meters (free parking) 

Phone Verification: Norwell Assessors Office 781-659-8014 

Town Hall 781-659-8000 
 

Town of Scituate 

No parking meters (free parking) 

(Note: Same tax rate for both commercial and residential properties) 

Phone Verification: Chris Barrett (Scituate Assessors Office) 781-545-8712 

Town Hall 781-545-8700 
 

Town of Randolph 

No meters (free parking) 

Citation: http://www.townofrandolph.com/Public_Documents/RandolphMA_Assr/index8 

Town Hall 781-961-0911  

 

Town of Canton 

No parking meters (free parking) 

Citation: http://www.town.canton.ma.us/451/Tax-Rate 

Town Hall 781-821-5000, contact Jen Bright in Selectmen’s Office 
 

Town of Westwood 

No parking meters (free parking) 

Citation: http://gis.vgsi.com/westwoodma/ 

781-326-6450, contact Christie McCarthy in Selectmen’s Office 

Has two town centers; one has a municipal lot with a posted two-hour limit. Neither town center has 

parking meters.  

Police Department 781-320-1000, Safety officer Sergeant, Paul Sicards, Psicard@westwoodpd.org 
 

Town of Concord  

Has parking meters at store front, but none in lots (paid parking) 

(Note: Same tax rate for both commercial and residential properties) 

Phone verification: Joann Graziano (Concord Assessors Office) 978-318-3070 Selectmen 978-318-3001 

Cost is 25 cents per half hour. Police department Officer, Rob Capone 978-318-3400 

http://www.hingham-ma.gov/181/Assessment-Data
http://www.townofrandolph.com/Public_Documents/RandolphMA_Assr/index8
http://www.town.canton.ma.us/451/Tax-Rate
http://gis.vgsi.com/westwoodma/
mailto:Psicard@westwoodpd.org
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Town of Dedham 

Has parking meters on street fronts only, with free parking in municipal lot (paid and free parking) 

Unique situation, with two courthouses abutting the business districts 

Citation: http://www.dedham-ma.gov/index.cfm?pid=22956 

781-751-9100, contact Marie Rizzo in Administrator’s Office 

Jason Mannone, 781-751-9353, Director of Engineering, has knowledge about smart meters. 

Has new style “smart meters”; experiencing many problems and discontinued their usage in the 

municipal lot. 

Pay stations were introduced in October 2013 

Police Department 781-751-9300 Karen Camerano 

Most complaints are directed to the Selectmen’s Office. 
 

Town of Wellesley 

Has parking meters (paid parking) 

Unique situation, with two large parking lots at commuter rail stations abutting the business districts. 

(Note: Same tax rate for both commercial and residential properties) 

 

Citation: http://www.wellesleyma.gov/pages/wellesleyma_assessor/On-

Line%20Property%20Record%20Cards 

Deputy Director Terrance J. Connolly does all parking enforcement and systems 

781-431-1019 x2207 tconnolly@wellesleyma.gov 

Uses hand scanner for all unmetered side streets. 
 

Town of Andover 

Citation:  http://andoverma.gov/assessors/ 

Still hand chalks tires 

Police Department 978-475-0411, contact Sergeant Steven Gerroir  
 

 

Town of Lexington 

No parking meters (free parking) 

Citation: http://www.lexingtonma.gov/assessor/pages/fy2016-tax-rates  

Old style meters; looking at new style 

Officer Jimmy Cataldo 781-862-1212, has 510 meters; Officer Annemarie Kelleher 

Melisa Tintoclis Economic Development Director 781-862-0500, ext 257 

Have no employee parking program. 

 

 

http://www.dedham-ma.gov/index.cfm?pid=22956
http://www.wellesleyma.gov/pages/wellesleyma_assessor/On-Line%20Property%20Record%20Cards
http://www.wellesleyma.gov/pages/wellesleyma_assessor/On-Line%20Property%20Record%20Cards
mailto:tconnolly@wellesleyma.gov
http://andoverma.gov/assessors/
http://www.lexingtonma.gov/assessor/pages/fy2016-tax-rates
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Appendix B: Vendor Information for Option 2 - “Electric Chalk” 
 

 Handheld scanners are now used in many surrounding towns 

 Most towns use part-time PEOs 

 Research indicates meters represent a cost to the town until reaching about a quantity 

of 300 or more. Meters are also a hassle and an expense for the town’s people. 

 

Complus Data Innovations, Inc.*  

560 White Plains Road 

Tarrytown, NY 10591 

Contact Steven Hittmen, 914- 747-1200 

www.complusdata.com  

Sells handheld scanning system and collection services for parking tickets. 

Does not sell parking meters.   

*Note: Complus currently is under contract with the town of Milton to process all parking 

tickets for a fee of $1.95. The contract could be easily updated to include a handheld scanner 

for a small monthly fee and approximately $1 more per ticket under a three-year contract. In 

addition, Complus may grant the town of Milton a six-month trial period, contract-free.  

 

Complus Data Innovations, Inc. has over 28 years of specialized experience in providing full-

service parking ticket processing solutions for municipalities of all sizes.  Today they serve over 

200 clients across 24 states, including 52 municipalities, state agencies, and 

colleges/universities within the state of Massachusetts.  Below are selected references that can 

attest to its technology, service, and revenue-generation expertise. 
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Complus Data References 

 

Casio IT-9000 Handheld Printer Terminal 
This is the handheld printer currently issued by Complus Data Innovations, INC.   
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Contact Joe Bishop, 508-458-0054, www.kelleyryan.com  

Sells handheld scanning system with “chalk” feature and collection services for parking tickets. 

Scanners are $3,500, or they can be purchased at no upfront cost and a per-ticket fee of $2.00–

$3.00.  

Kelly & Ryan Associates, Inc. 3 Rosenfield Drive Hopedale, MA 01747 

 

 

 

http://www.kelleyryan.com/
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